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The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) today announced $28 million in funding for five research projects to develop software that will fully unleash the potential of DOE supercomputers to make new leaps ...

DOE provides $28 million to advance scientific discovery using supercomputers
Choptank Transport, a leading third-party logistics provider, today announced the promotion of Julie Mallon to Senior Data Analyst as part of the company’s growing Business Intelligence team. “Julie ...

Mallon Named Choptank Transport Senior Data Analyst
Summertime is here, and that often means long, lazy days at the beach, water skiing and swimming. Life jackets and swimsuits are essential gear for these activities, but if not dried thoroughly, they ...

Floating into summer with more buoyant, liquid-proof life jackets, swimsuits
Packing for your travels now that things are starting to open up again? Healthista has rounded-up the best travel bag essentials ...

11 travel bag essentials you didn’t know you needed
Readers will learn how to apply the fundamental principles of mechanics and thermodynamics to defect properties in materials science ... and with solutions for instructors and MATLAB

programs ...

Imperfections in Crystalline Solids
Small businesses are under pressure to reduce operating costs, increase productivity, and improve customer experiences. Although few solutions solve all your woes, tech-enabled employees can give you ...

How Tech-Enabled Employees Will Be Essential to the Future Success of Your Small Business
Two-thirds of university support for the Tiputini Biodiversity Station in eastern Ecuador—situated in Earth's most biologically diverse region, at the confluence of the Amazon Basin and Andes—came ...

Save Earth's global observatories
Full Text Of Dr. Justice Dhananjaya Y Chandrachud's Speech at the event organized to celebrate 101st Birth Anniversary Of his father Justice YV Chandrachud]I am delighted to speak at ...

Students As the Constitution's Vanguards
Verified Market Research recently published a report, "Medical Device Security Market" By Component (Solutions, Services), By Type (Application Security, Endpoint Security, Network ...

Medical Device Security Market worth $ 9.49 Billion, Globally, by 2028 at 8.40% CAGR: Verified Market Research
From eating dirt as a child to discovering the mycorrhizal network below the forest floor, Simard has spent her entire career trying to find answers about how forests work; now, armed with those ...

Finding the Mother Tree: ecologist Suzanne Simard offers solutions to B.C.’s forest woes
Achiko’s President, Dr Morris S. Berrie, explains how the company’s innovative AptameX

technology could offer a sustainable solution to mass COVID-19 testing.

Working towards a solution for frequent global mass COVID-19 testing
Although plastics have become an essential material ... and usher in the next generation of materials design. In addition, two features from Science's news department explore how enzymes are ...

Special issue: Our plastics dilemma
These materials ... science. It is made out of carbon atoms arranged in a hexagonal lattice and finds applications in many industries, including electronics, photonics, healthcare, and environmental ...

Sparc Technologies: Introducing Graphene-Based Environmental Remediation Technology
Covanta is pleased to announce that emissions data for all of its New Jersey waste-to-energy facilities is now accessible to the public on ...

Emissions Data Now Available Online for Covanta's New Jersey Waste-to-Energy Facilities
Early detection of cancerous tumors in the body is essential for effective treatments ... information about the cells of the secretion sources. In addition, genetic materials contained in EVs are ...

The shape of nanoparticles in body fluids may help identify the type of cancer
A wheelbarrow or hand cart is another essential for moving materials and other things around ... consider investing in an extendable fruit picker, a manual crusher, and perhaps a fruit press.

Essential Tools and Equipment for Your Permaculture Garden
MAJOR was the top selling cannabis beverage brand in the U.S. during Q1 20211VANCOUVER, BC, July 6, 2021 /CNW/ - Vext Science, Inc. ('Vext' or ...

Vext Science Signs MOU with SōRSE Technology to Sell MAJOR Cannabis Infused Beverages in Arizona
KnowAtom is a complete K-8 solution ... Generation Science Standards. Our research-based, classroom-tested tools and techniques bring students' own ideas to life with hands-on materials and ...

Professional Development Essential to Achieving Highest Levels of K-8 Student Achievement, Research Shows
The solution to the blight of ... that have made plastic an apparently essential modern material also make it a serious environmental threat. Science senior editor Jesse Smith, writes: “As ...
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